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Introducing the Designer 

Terry Schiefer
Terry Schiefer combines classic baroque, byzantine and rococo motives 
with edgy modern elements to create unique jewellery pieces that capture 
both the tough and the feminine facets of today’s woman. 

The collection features opulent creations in bronze and silver with pearls 
and stones. Clashing and combining delicacy and power, these designs 
are sure to become family heirlooms. 

Choosing not to categorize his art, Creative Director Terry Schiefer forms 
his creations from a multitude of inspirations. Drawing on life 
experience and visual, audio, and tactile stimuli he often creates jewellery 
in spasms of artistic angst, striving to capture the feeling of the moment. 
Art is a survival mechanism for Terry. A fashion addict who is easily 
bored with the status quo. Sequential collections may retain previous 
motives or may be radically changed or reinvented to reflect the 
moment’s mood. Ten years ago Terry left his business career of 25 years 
to pursue his love of jewellery and fashion. In the ensuing years Terry 
was successful in opening and building retail operations in the extremely 
competitive Japanese department store system.  

Bridging the gap between fine jewellery and costume jewellery, each 
of his pieces are designed to make a bold fashion statement about 
the wearer. Designer Terry creates wearable “fashion art” that he 
would be proud to wear himself. 

Each creation is carefully constructed by Terry and his team of artisans 
in a studio atmosphere. We have found that many of our customers will 
not only wear our creations but will also display them as artistic pieces in 
their homes and offices. 

We use only the finest materials available in our bespoke designs. Chosen 
for their colour, clarity and size, the stones we use are natural precious 
and semi-precious gems.



Q & A with Terry 
Schiefer

How would you describe your work style? Impulsive 
workaholic… Chaotic, eccentric.  

When did you realize you wanted to become a jewellery 
designer? In my youth I was a musician and a painter and had no interest 
in sculpturing or welding or working with metal but I have always loved 
jewelry…When I sold my businesses 20 years ago I wanted to buy some 
jewelry for myself. I couldn’t find anything that I liked so I decided to learn 
how to make it myself. 

Where do you go to find inspiration for a new collection? 
Mostly inside my head… I have always loved art literature, pop culture and 
music… To be honest a lot of my work is inspired by music, the feeling that a 
particular song or piece inspires… 

What is your favorite part about being a designer? I love the 
act of creating and telling my hands to make something that I see in my head. 
I also love it when a customer tells me the ways my jewelry makes them feel. 

How do you want your clients to feel when wearing your 
jewellery? I tell my clients that change begins from the outside in… That’s 
completely different than what almost everyone else says. But I think if you 
look in the mirror and like what you see it changes your inside as well. So 
make your outside look like the person you want to be. 

“Less is More” or “Go Big or Go Home”? Definitely go big or go 
home. 

What is the most difficult part about being a jeweler? The 
only difficulty about being a jeweler is never having enough time to create 
everything you want to.



Company Bio

Founded in 2010 by Terry Schiefer TSXX, is 
luxurious intricately handcrafted jewellery made in 
Japan. Inspired by royalty, powerful historical 
figures, architecture, pain, love and beauty in 
nature. TSXX is for ageless wild fearless women 
and men who have a strong sense of style who love 
jewellery that makes them feel empowered, beautiful, 
confident, armed and luxurious at the same time.



TSXX
Founder Terry Schiefer 

Founded 2010 

Headquarters Fukuoka, Japan 

Showroom Fukuoka, Japan 

Ownership - Private 

Website www.TSXX.jp 

Instagram @TSXX.official  

Pinterest TSXXofficial 

Tumblr TSXXofficial 

Twitter TSXXOfficial 

Facebook TSXXOFFICIAL 

Tel +819057471063  

Media Contact info@TSXX.jp Pixie Necklace



Terry Schiefer is the first, and still the only foreigner in history to have directly owned and operated a 
flagship store in the Japanese luxury department store system.



Events

Terry Schiefer has done countless “By Appointment Only” events in every major city in Japan since 2010.  



Available  at:

Terry Schiefer Flagship Store 
Matsuzakaya Department Store:  
Nagoya - Japan 

Terry Schiefer Store 
Iwataya Department Store:  
Fukuoka - Japan 

Terry Schiefer Store 
Tokiwa Department Store:  
Oita - Japan 

Terry Schiefer Store 
Daimaru Department Store:  
Fukuoka - Japan 

Stockist at K-Salon Boutique:  
Nagoya - Japan 

Stockist at Anko Boutique:  
Fukuoka - Japan 

Stockist at Croire Un Ange Boutique:  
Oita - Japan 

Stockist at True Colours Boutique:  
Saiki - Japan 

Stockist at Zin Fashion Boutique:  
Louver - Belgium  
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Archangel 

Gabriel River of Life Ring

Gabriels Throne Pendant

Gabriel Ring

The Archangel collection is influenced by legendary Angels of the Heavenly hierarchy 
inspired by the mythology of the powerful beings GABRIEL, MICHAEL & RAPHAEL.  

- Terry Schiefer



Lucifer Ring

Archangel 



Archangel

Gabriel Necklace

Gabriel Earrings

Wings of Gabriel Pendant



Memento Mori

Rococo Pendant Classic Memento  
Mori RingRapture Ring Lotus Crown Skull Ring

The Memento Mori “Remember Death” 
collection is inspired by the medieval theory to 
live for today, for tomorrow is not promised. - 
Terry Schiefer

Shibari Rope Necklace



The Mercedes Collection is inspired by a friend of Terry 
Schiefer who’s name is Mercedes. A descendant of Russian 
Royalty. Mercedes lives in Madrid Spain where her life is 
devoted to philanthropy and giving. Every piece in this 
collection is a One-of-a-Kind creation fit for royalty.  

Mercedes 



Pirate

The Pirate Collection is inspired by Terry Schiefer`s personal image.



Pirate Emperor Ring

Pirate

Pirate King Ring



Prague
The Prague Collection is inspired by the skyline 
of the beautiful city of Prague as viewed from 
the riverfront. - Terry Schiefer



PraguePrague Majesty Necklace



Royal Street

The Royal Street Collection is inspired by the French 
quarter of New Orleans where French, African and Latin 
cultures meld into one of the most unique sub-cultures in 
North America. - Terry Schiefer



Royal Street

Marquis Necklace



Royal Street Marquis Bracelet

Show Your Charms Necklace

Show Your Charms Ring

Marquis Necklace



Royal Street

Royal Street Bracelet

Royal Street Walking Necklace



Temple of Love
I have always loved the grandeur and symbology of classical civilizations 
and mythology. The pieces in this collection are designed to be temples and 
shrines to the imaginary loves that we privately treasure in our hearts. Each 
piece has a hidden heart with a small break in it. - Terry Schiefer

Dante Pendant



Temple of Love Ring

Temple of Love



The Pixie Collection is inspired by nightmares and fairytales. - Terry SchieferPixie 



Immortality

I think everyone likes to dream about living forever, except on Monday. In this collection I used the 
acanthus leaf which is a symbol of immorality to most of the mediterranean and classical civilizations. - 
Terry Schiefer

Immortality Ring



Lotus 

The Lotus Collection is inspired by the 
Buddhist parable of the beautiful lotus blossom. 
Spawned in mud, it lifts itself through murky 
water to put forth a glorious blossom as it finds 
the sunlight. - Terry Schiefer

Lotus Petal Pendant

King Lotus Blossom Ring

Queen Lotus Blossom Ring



City of Angels

The City of Angels collection is inspired by Terry 
Schiefer`s home town - Los Angeles. The abode 
of a different breed of Angel.

City of Angels Ring



Candy
When you wear this ring you will understand why it is called The Candy ring. 
It reminds me of the candy rings I used to steal as a kid at the corner drug 
store. - Terry Schiefer

Candy Ring



2014/2019 Campaign 



In the Press 
Featured in: 

British Vogue Magazine 
British Vogue Jewellery Retail 
Glamour Magazine 
Vanity Fair Magazine 
British GQ Magazine 
GQ Digital  
Harpers Bazaar Magazine 
Esquire Magazine 
ELLE Magazine 
Phoenix Magazine 
Normal Magazine 
L` Officiel 
Menage Magazine 
KBC TV Morning Show 
Volt Magazine 
Rogue Magazine 
Fault Magazine 
Kaltblut Magazine  
Hunger Magazine 
Diana Gomez `Free Women` Exhibition  



Celebrities

TSXX Jewellery worn by: Diana Gomez, Jess Glynne, Masson Ge, Lenny Kravitz, Chelsea Tyler, Daisy Lowe, Valarie 
Von Sobel, Dioni Tabbers, Bobbi Grei, Sarah Duquel & many more. 




